
Dear Customer 

Thank you very much for your interest in our designs which are made to a bespoke 
specification. We run our workshops here in Devon very near to Totnes and Kingsbridge, U.K.  
However, we are happy to meet clients in London or any other suitable location to demonstrate 
our furniture if you are too far away to visit our workshops to inspect our quality and expertise. 

Please be assured that our reputation is built on our ability to honour and deliver above 
expectation. Our aim is to produce the most beautiful fine furniture that you will find anywhere 
in the world. 

As we like to personalise each piece of furniture, our prices are on request to suit your 
individual needs depending on which timber, metal, or upholstery you decide on.  
Please be assured that our relationship with you is exclusive and private. 

Our costs are ‘ex works.’ Once shipping volumes are known based on your order, quotes can be 
obtained for worldwide shipping and insurance purposes.  

Note, delivery to mainland Britain is free. 

Our system of payment  
Once a lead time has been established, we would ask. 
A 40% deposit of total costs to commence production.  
A further 20% of total cost on completion of polished metals. 
A further 20% of total cost on completion of woodwork. 
The remaining balance would be paid prior to delivery or shipping out of the U.K. 

We keep you informed of our progress by maintaining a fluid and succinct photo reportage of all 
phases of our productions. 

 Please feel free to phone us directly (+44 7473 118407) or send an email 
(contact@sebastianblakeley.com) so that we can arrange a convenient time to discuss your 
specific details directly with you. 

 Our aim is to get all the elements right to suit your needs in a way that only a small family 
workshop can.  

Thank you again for your interest in Sebastian Blakeley’s designs, please contact us with how 
you would like to proceed. 

With Best Wishes,  

Sebastian Blakeley 
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